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I. INTRODUCTION
The study of quantum correlations that arise from entangled particles has played an important role in the advancement of quantum physics and the development of quantum technologies [1] . As such, the loss of coherence has been extensively studied in quantum information, from quantum error correction [2] to the investigation of the loss of entanglement [3] , and also as a way to probe the quantum-classical boundary [4, 5] . Causal relations are a powerful way of structuring our understanding of complex systems [6, 7] and a more complete picture of any theory requires an understanding of the possible causal relations. Yet the interplay between causality and quantum theory gives rise to long-standing puzzles: famously, Bell inequality violations show that quantum mechanics is not compatible with the conventional account of causation [8] . At the same time, novel types of causal relations that can only hold between quantum systems have been shown to provide advantages in computing and information processing [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, the effect of decoherence on these nonclassical causal relations has not yet been explored. Assessing how robust non-classical causal relations are against decoherence and experimental noise is thus a necessary step before exploiting them as a resource in quantum information processing.
Another critical task in the development of quantum causality is the systematic classification of the possible causal relations between quantum systems. We consider this problem in the case of two time-ordered quantum systems, where the possibilities are: a cause-effect relation, an unobserved common cause, or any combination of the two. For such scenarios, we have pre- iii)
FIG. 1. Classes of causal relations. A causal relation that is
either cause-effect, common-cause, or a combination of both can be classified according to two criteria. The more familiar question is whether the mechanisms that realize the common-cause and causeeffect relations are themselves classical (C) or quantum (Q) that is, whether the common cause produces separable or entangled states and whether the cause-effect relation is a coherence-breaking or coherence-preserving channel. Another distinction is whether the two mechanisms are combined in a probabilistic mixture (Prob), a physical mixture (Phys), or in a way that is intrinsically quantum (Coh). (Formal definitions are provided in the text.) These distinctions give rise to five categories of interest, as shown above. (i)-(iii) Our experiment explores the transition from the most restrictive category, Coh, to ProbQ and PhysC (solid arrows), as well as the classical transition from PhysC to ProbC (dashed arrow).
viously proposed a classification of the possible causal relations, shown in Fig. 1 , which is based on two distinctions: whether the individual pathways (cause-effect or common-cause) are quantum or classical and whether they are combined probabilistically or in a more general way, termed a physical mixture. In Ref. [14] , we inves-tigated and experimentally realized particular examples of each class, including a fundamentally distinct type: a quantum-coherent mixture of cause-effect and commoncause relations. We now turn our attention to the transitions between these classes, in particular, the transitions that are induced by decoherence. We explore the transition from fully quantum-coherent mixtures of commoncause and cause-effect relations (Coh) to two other types of mixtures: a probabilistic mixture of common-cause and cause-effect mechanisms wherein each mechanism exhibits quantum coherence (ProbQ) and a physical mixture wherein both mechanisms are incoherent (PhysC).
These scenarios, which can only be represented using an extension of the standard quantum formalism, such as is provided in Refs. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and in particular Refs. [13, 14] , exemplify the loss of two different types of coherence: on the one hand, decoherence in the individual mechanisms, and on the other, decoherence in the way the causal mechanisms are combined. The latter is a type of quantum-to-classical transition that has not been previously considered. Moreover, by ranging over different families of causal maps instead of just isolated examples, we put the theoretical framework of Refs. [13, 14, 22] to a more stringent test.
II. CAUSAL RELATIONS BETWEEN TWO QUANTUM SYSTEMS
The most general causal relation between two timeordered quantum systems can be realized by the circuit fragment shown in Fig. 2 . Its functionality, that is, the causal relation, is completely characterized by a tracepreserving, completely positive map from the input of the circuit fragment, labeled D, to the two outputs, B and C: [13, [17] [18] [19] [20] , and which we call the causal map.
We here adopt the classification of causal maps proposed in Ref. [14] , which we review presently. A causal map descibes a purely cause-effect relation if it reduces to the form E CB|D = E B|D ⊗ ρ C and a purely commoncause relation if it takes the form E CB|D = ρ CB Tr D . A causal map E CB|D is said to encode a probabilistic mixture of cause-effect and common-cause relations if it can be realized as follows: there is a hidden classical control variable, J, which only influences B, such that for every value of J, either B depends only on D or B depends only on its common cause with C. (See the Supplemental Information of Ref. [14] for a discussion of why this definition is apt.) Any causal map that cannot be cast in this form is termed a physical mixture.
The first criterion for classifying causal relations is whether they are quantum-coherent in the common-cause pathway (which relates B to C) and in the cause-effect pathway (relating B to D). A causal map is said to ex- [24] ,
where
The second criterion for classifying causal relations is whether the common-cause and cause-effect mechanisms are combined as a probabilistic mixture or as a physical mixture. A special instance of the latter class is a quantum-coherent mixture (the definition of which will be provided momentarily). In order to formalize and detect these distinctions, we note the following: if B was either purely cause-effect related to D or purely commoncause related to C, then acquiring new information about B either leads one to update one's information about D or it leads one to update one's information about C, respectively, but it does not give rise to correlations be-tween C and D. If such correlations are observed, then, they herald a mixture of common-cause and cause-effect mechanisms. Moreover the strength of the induced correlations can distinguish between probabilistic and physical mixtures [14] .
In order to assess these correlations, we define an induced state τ b CD similarly to τ c BD above: given a measurement on B with outcomes b associated with operators
The normalization factor P (b) is the probability of obtaining outcome b if one inputs the maximally mixed state on D into the causal map.] We apply two metrics to the induced state.
In the first, we test whether two qubits are related by a probabilistic mixture of common-cause and causeeffect mechanisms. We consider a measurement of σ z on B, whose outcomes we label b = ±1, introduce the covariance of the outcomes of Pauli measurements in state τ
and define the witness
It was shown in Ref. [14] that C CD = 0 for all probabilistic mixtures, hence non-zero values herald physical mixtures.
The second metric tests whether the cause-effect and common-cause mechanisms are combined coherently. If there exists a rank-one projective measurement on B such that the states τ b CD are entangled for all possible outcomes b, then the causal map is said to exhibit a quantum Berkson effect: a quantum version of Berkson's effect, whereby conditioning on a variable induces correlations between its causal parents which are otherwise uncorrelated. Again, we quantify this in terms of negativity, Eq. (1). Following the proposal of Ref. [14] , a causal map is termed a quantum-coherent mixture of common-cause and cause-effect mechanisms if and only if (a) it exhibits a quantum Berkson effect and (b) it is not entanglement breaking in both the common-cause and cause-effect pathways.
III. REALIZING FAMILIES OF CAUSAL MAPS
In Ref. [14] , we used a circuit similar to Fig. 3 in order to realize four particular causal maps that constitute paradigmatic examples of the classes introduced in Fig. 1 . Here we introduce a modified set-up in order to observe the transitions shown in Fig. 1 : Coh to ProbQ, Coh to PhysC, and PhysC to ProbC.
The initial state ρ CE in all cases is the maximally entangled state
where |H , |V denote respectively the horizontal and vertical polarization states. The entanglement in the initial state provides the common cause relation in the experiment and can be removed with full dephasing noise. Between DE and BF we apply the partial swap gate, which realizes a family of unitaries parametrized by the parameter θ,
where 1 Y |X denotes the identity operator with input space X and output space Y . When θ = 0, the unitary reduces to the two-qubit identity operator, whereas when θ = π, it reduces to the swap operator. When θ = π/2, this gate reduces to the square root of swap or partial swap operator [14, 25] . When this partial swap gate is combined with the initial state on CE described above, it was shown in Ref. [14] that it realizes our paradigm example of Coh: a causal map that is quantum in the common-cause and cause-effect pathways and furthermore exhibits a quantum Berkson effect. We first study a transition from our example of Coh to an example of ProbQ, a causal map that is a probabilistic mixture of common-cause and cause-effect relations, which are individually quantum. To realize this transition, we introduce a delay τ between the two photons entering the interferometer. In Ref. [14] , it was shown that the causal map went from Coh to ProbQ as the delay τ was increased beyond the coherence length τ coh of the photons. We can exploit this to follow the evolution across this transition for intermediate values of τ . The gate is then modelled as
where the factor q = exp(τ 2 /2τ 2 coh ) expresses the amount of temporal overlap between two pulses, as a function of the delay τ between them, assuming two Gaussian pulses with a (RMS) coherence length of τ coh . Starting from our example of Coh (q = 1), as the delay increases, the overlap of the photons decreases and we realize our paradigm example of ProbQ when q = 0.
For the second transition, we apply dephasing channels on D, E and B. The generic single-qubit dephasing channel is specified by the basis in which the dephasing occurs, represented by a Bloch vectorn, and the dephasing probability, denoted p:
Complete dephasing (p = 1) alongŷ on D,x on E and z on B realizes our paradigm example of PhysC. In this case, the gate is D and B) . Measurements of C and B and repreparations of D (blue) are used to characterize the causal relation. We explore the transitions (i) Coh to ProbQ, where we fix the dephasing probability (p = 0) and phase (θ = π/2) and vary the delay τ of the photon at E; (ii) Coh to PhysC, where we fix the dephasing directions along (x,ŷ,ẑ) and vary the phase θ (by tilting the glass plates in the interferometer) and the dephasing probability p (by switching the LCRs on with probability p); (iii) PhysC to ProbC, where we fix the dephasing probability (p = 1) and phase (θ = π/2) while interpolating from (n E ,n D ,n B ) = (ẑ,ẑ,ẑ) to (x,ŷ,ẑ) using a single-parameter family of gates (see Eq. 10). Notation for optical elements: half-wave plate (HWP), quarter-wave plate (QWP), liquid-crystal retarder (LCR), polarizing beam splitter (PBS), non-polarizing beam splitter (NPBS), avalanche photo diode (APD).
where I F is the identity map on F . The transition from Coh to PhysC is then realized by fixing the direction of dephasing (ŷ on D,x on E andẑ on B) but ranging over the dephasing probability, p. Finally, note that complete dephasing (p = 1) alongẑ on each of D, E and B generates our paradigm example of ProbC. Here, the gate is
We can therefore realize a one-parameter family of causal maps that interpolate between our paradigm examples of PhysC and ProbC by rotating the bases in which D, E, and B are dephased. The directions along which each of these systems is dephased, with full dephasing strength (p = 1), is parameterized by η, and given as:
As one varies between η = 0 and η = π/4, one transitions between full dephasing along the triple of axes (n E ,n D ,n B ) = (x,ŷ,ẑ) to full dephasing along the triple of axes (ẑ,ẑ,ẑ) and hence between our paradigm examples of PhysC and of ProbC.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3 . We aim to produce polarization-entangled photons at 790 nm in the state |Φ + . The polarization of one photon is measured at C using a half-wave plate (HWP), quarter-wave plate (QWP), and polarizing beam splitter (PBS) in sequence, after which the photon is reprepared in another polarization state at D. At D and E, both photons are then sent towards the quantum circuit, which uses a folded displaced Sagnac interferometer [14] , with two 50/50 beam splitters and two NBK-7 glass windows that are counter rotated in order to change the phase θ with minimal beam deflection. The polarization of the photon at B is measured and detected in coincidence with the one at F . The photon (RMS) coherence length, τ coh = 189 fs, is estimated using a Hong-Ou Mandel interference measurement at the first beam splitter assuming transformlimited Gaussian pulses.
The implementation of the partial swap U BF |DE of Eq. (5) in an optical circuit follows [14, 25] . When two indistinguishable photons arrive at the first beam splitter, they will bunch if their polarization state lies in the symmetric subspace, and they will anti-bunch if their polarization state lies in the anti-symmetric subspace. If they bunch, only the clockwise path in Fig. 3 , which introduces no phase shift, can lead to a coincidence at B and F . However, if they anti-bunch, the photon that travels along the counter-clockwise path will acquire an extra phase θ, while the other, on the clockwise path, acquires no extra phase. Since the photons are indistinguishable, these two paths are coherently recombined and as a result the gate applies a phase difference θ between the symmetric and anti-symmetric projections of the photon state, leading to the partial swap unitary of Eq. (5). Further details on the single photon source and Sagnac interferometer are provided in Ref. [14] .
The dephasing channels before and after the Sagnac interferometer are implemented using variable liquid crystal retarders (LCR), which apply a voltage-dependent birefringence, introducing a phase shift of 0 or π. Each axis for dephasing can be chosen independently. Dephasing along theẑ direction of the Bloch sphere is achieved by putting the LCR axis at 0
• , dephasing along thex direction, by putting the LCR at 45
• , and in theŷ direction, by simultaneously switching on two LCRs, one at 0
• and one at 45
• . Dephasing in the rotated basis is achieved by setting two QWPs on either side of an LCR at 0
• and two HWPs on either side of an LCR at 45
• . The transition from full dephasing along the triple of axes (n E ,n D ,n B ) = (x,ŷ,ẑ) to full dephasing along the triple of axes (ẑ,ẑ,ẑ) that is described in Eq. (10) is therefore implemented with the following transformations on E, D, and B,
where U HWP (η) and U QWP (η) specify the unitaries for a HWP and QWP, respectively, with the fast axis at an angle η, while ∆(x, p = 1) and ∆(ẑ, p = 1) are the completely dephasing channels implemented with LCRs.
V. RESULTS
In Fig. 4 , we observe signatures of the transition from Coh to ProbQ, which is generated by delaying one photon relative to the other before the gate. The indicators of quantumness in the common-cause and cause-effect pathways, N CB and N BD , remain non-zero throughout the transition, whereas the witnesses of physical mixture, C CD , and of the quantum Berkson effect, N CD , fall to zero as the delay increases, since the photons become distinguishable and coherence in the gate is lost. Thus, although the individual common-cause and cause-effect mechanisms remain quantum, we observe a loss of coherence in the way in which they are combined. This exemplifies the transition from Coh to ProbQ.
Comparing Figs. 4(a) and 4(d), the indicator of a coherent mixture falls more quickly than the indicator of physical mixture, giving rise to a range of values of the delay parameter for which the causal map is still a physical mixture of quantum common-cause and cause-effect mechanisms (PhysQ) but N b CD is zero for both |H and |V on B. For the family of causal maps that we target in this transition, the measurement {|H , |V } on B maximizes the induced negativity, and consequently finding N b CD = 0 ∀b = H, V suggests that no measurement could have induced entanglement. In this case, the causal map is an element of PhysQ, but not of Coh.
The indicators we observe are generally degraded by imperfections in the state preparation and the partial swap gate. In order to take these into account in the theoretical predictions, we use the tomographic reconstruction of the causal map [14] in the scenario with no delay to predict the witness values when τ is non-zero, yielding the blue curves in Fig. 4 . Similar derivations are used for the blue lines in Figs. 5 and 6 , starting from the case with no dephasing to generate predictions for arbitrary p and η.
The transition from Coh to PhysC is shown in Fig. 5 . The vertical axis denotes the experimentallyimplemented value of the parameter θ in the family of partial swap unitaries described in Eq. (5). This ranges from θ = 0 (purely cause-effect) to θ = π (purely common-cause) through a family of intrinsically quantum combinations of the two. The value of θ that is realized by the interferometer is estimated by fitting our experimental data to a family of causal maps where θ is the only free negativity N BD for measurements of σ X eigenstates on C, (c) negativity N CB for preparations of σ Y eigenstates on D, and (d) negativity N CD for measurements of σ Z eigenstates on B. For each witness, we present: (left) theoretical predictions, which are identical for selection on either eigenstate; (middle) experimental data under selection on the +1 eigenstate; (right) a two-dimensional cross section through the contour plot at θ = 92.8 • , comparing experimental data for both selections (blue circles and triangles) with theoretical expectations assuming no experimental imperfections (red curve) and with theoretical expectations given an estimate of the experimental imperfections inferred from the tomographically-reconstructed causal map realized at p = 0 (blue curve). We observe: (a) The witness of physical mixture remains constant throughout the transition. (b)-(d) Quantumness in the common-cause and cause-effect pathways persists longer than quantumness in the way that the two mechanisms are combined. As we range from purely common-cause (θ = π) to purely cause-effect (θ = 0), the signature of coherence in the cause-effect pathway increases, whereas the signature of coherence in the common-cause pathway diminishes.
parameter. The horizontal axis denotes the values of the dephasing probability p common to the three dephasing operations along the fixed axes (n E ,n D ,n B ) = (x,ŷ,ẑ). The dephasing probability p ranges from 0 (intrinsically quantum) to 1 (classical), although we display only the interesting region below p = 0.3. Figure 5 (a) depicts the value of C CD from Eq. (3), which witnesses the presence of a physical mixture. When there is no dephasing (p = 0), as we vary the phase from a purely common-cause (θ = 0) to a purely cause-effect (θ = π) relation, we observe that the witness C CD [ Fig. 5(a) ] is non-zero, indicating that we continue to realize a physical mixture, for all but θ = 0, π (purely cause-effect and common-cause). The witness N BD [ Fig. 5(b) ] increases from zero and reaches a maximum at a purely cause-effect relation (θ = 0), whereas the witness N CB [ Fig. 5(c) ] decreases to zero from a maximum at a purely common-cause relation (θ = π). Finally, N CD [ Fig. 5(d) ] reaches a maximum for an equally weighted coherent mixture of cause-effect and commoncause (θ = π/2). This behavior is precisely what one expects theoretically for a family of causal maps, which coherently interpolate between cause-effect and commoncause relations.
The dephasing bases were chosen so as to ensure that the witness of physical mixture remains unaffected by the dephasing. This is possible because C CD is evaluated using measurements in a single basis on each system, which implies that dephasing in this set of bases leaves all relevant measurement outcomes unchanged. As such, when the probability of dephasing, p, is increased, C CD remains constant, whereas all other witnesses are decreased.
When the gate produces a purely cause-effect relation (θ = 0) and there is no dephasing (p = 0), N BD is found to be nonzero, heralding quantumness in the cause-effect pathway. As the phase or the dephasing is increased, i.e., as θ → π or p → 1, the value of the witness decreases until quantumness is no longer detected. Likewise, N CB
FIG. 6. Transition from PhysC to ProbC. A nonzero value
of the witness C CD heralds a physical mixture of causal structures. The witness is evaluated for different dephasing directions parametrized by Eq. 10, with the extremes, η = 0 and η = π/4, corresponding to settings for our examples of PhysC and ProbC, respectively. For η = π/4, we measure C CD = 0.01 ± 0.02, which is compatible with a probabilistic mixture, whereas η = 0 produces C CD = 0.44 ± 0.02, demonstrating with high confidence a nontrivial physical mixture of cause-effect and common-cause mechanisms. The solid lines indicate theoretical predictions assuming no experimental imperfections (red) and assuming the intial experimental implementation and dephasing operation inferred by comparing the causal maps with and without dephasing (blue).
detects quantumness in the common-cause pathway when the gate produces a purely common-cause relation (θ = π) and there is no dephasing (p = 1). As the phase is decreased or the dephasing increased, i.e., as θ → 0 or p → 1, the value of the witness decreases until no signature of quantumness in the common-cause pathway is left. Finally, the witness N CD reveals signatures of the quantum Berkson effect when p = 0 except near the extremes θ = 0, π. However, as the dephasing is increased towards p = 1, these signatures vanish rapidly.
In the regions of the parameter space where all witnesses are nonzero, the experiment realizes a member of the class Coh, a quantum-coherent mixture of commoncause and cause-effect relations.
The right panel in Fig. 5 shows two-dimensional crosssections at θ = 92.8
• . Comparing Fig.5(d) to Figs.5(b) and 5(c), we note that, as the dephasing increases, quantumness in the two pathways (revealed by N CB = 0 and N BD = 0) persists for longer than the quantum Berkson effect (the signature of which is N CD = 0). For the family of causal maps that we target, measuring B in the {|H , |V } basis induces the most entanglement, and as such, when N b CD = 0 ∀b ∈ {H, V }, the causal map is no longer in Coh. Thus, we first observe a loss of coherence in the way the different causal pathways are combined, while remaining a physical mixture: a transition from Coh to PhysQ. This is followed by a gradual loss of coherence in the cause-effect and common-cause pathways, leading towards the class PhysC.
Finally, we explore the transition between PhysC and ProbC, which allows us to verify the sensitivity of the witness C CD . Figure 6 shows experimental points alongside the ideal theoretical curves (red) as well as theory curves based on the experimentally reconstructed causal map with no dephasing. The small discrepancy between the data and the ideal theory (red) is likely due to a slight rotation of the LCR at C. The effects of this rotation was measured by comparing the reconstructed causal maps for θ = π/2 and η = 0 with (p = 1) and without (p = 0) dephasing, and when accounted for, gives the adjusted theory curve (blue). The witness C CD is clearly non-zero throughout most of the transition, thereby attesting to the existence of a physical mixture. The last two data points are within error of zero, with C CD = 0.01 ± 0.02 whenn D,E,B =ẑ (η = π/4). This is consistent with the fact that only these values of dephasing in the system are compatible with a probabilistic mixture.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Starting from a causal map in the class Coh, a quantum-coherent mixture of cause-effect and commoncause mechanisms, we have experimentally observed both the transition to a causal map in the class ProbQ and the transition to a causal map in the class PhysC. Our results illustrate that general causal relations can exhibit two different types of coherence, which can vary independently. We observe coherence in pathways -that is, the quantum channel realizing a cause-effect relation and the bipartite state encoding a common-cause relationwhich is gradually lost in the transition towards PhysC. We also observe coherence in the way that the two causal mechanisms are combined, that is, coherence in the mixture, which we gradually decrease in the transition towards ProbQ.
While the consequences of decoherence for entangled quantum states are well understood, for instance the loss of entanglement due to coupling to local independent environments [26] , a theory of decoherence for quantum causal relations is more subtle. As shown here, it has an added level of richness due to the possibility of coherence not only in individual causal pathways, but in the way that these pathways are mixed. We find that in the presence of local environmental noise, the quantum to classical transition for the causal pathways, which corresponds to decoherence on a bipartite quantum state for the common-cause pathway and decoherence on a channel for the cause-effect pathway, is inherently different from the quantum to classical transition for the way in which the pathways are mixed. We have determined the amount of local noise that the individual pathways can tolerate before losing the quantumness present in their mixture, as measured by the quantum Berkson effect. Moreover, we observe that the coherence in the mixture is more sensitive to the type of noise presently studied, decaying faster than the coherence in the individual causal pathways.
The experimental exploration of the transition between quantum and classical causal relations is based on the formalism of causal maps and classes developed in Refs. [13, 14] , and is part of the larger program of advancing the causal understanding of quantum mechanics. In particular, to explore the novel types of causal relations that can hold in higher dimensions and among larger numbers of systems, it will be necessary to rely on different types of controlled noise as a tool for transitioning between various classes of causal relations.
